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Abstract 
 

I am a process driven eco-printing artist. Eco-printing is a 

form of close contact printing on cloth and paper using 

botanical matter and savaged metal. Emerging Ecologies is 

an autoethnographic and a/r/tographic documentation of 

my inquiry into eco-printing as a modality for meaning 

making using the MIECAT procedures. This inquiry is 

draped over the skeleton of a three part workshop series 

with eight women learning how to eco-print and use it 

for arts-based inquiry. Together we experienced 

embodied knowing, emergence, and imperfect beauty as 

rich values that support us in our personal lives. These 

experiences were born from immersing in creative 

process and attending to what emerged moment to 

moment. What also unravelled alongside this story is my 

own living inquiry into the application of these values. 

This unravelling is also documented, creating a layered 

reflexive account. 

In my search for congruence between form and content, I 

have written this thesis in poetry, narrative and image. I 

am inviting the reader into an embodied experience of 

the inquiry.  
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How I eco-print 

What I invite others to participate in 

 
We tear lengths of silk from the skirts of retired wedding dresses 

And bathe them in warm water 

 

We gather leaves, shreds of cabbage and onion skins 

And lay them upon the silk 

 

We wrap them around pieces of salvaged metal 

We wrap with firmness 

 

We tie the bundles with string 

And steep them in dye pots with many other bundles 

 

We wait and we wonder 

 

We return, hours, days or months later 

And retrieve the bundles from the dye pot 

 

When it is cooled we unravel the string 

We unwrap the bundles 

 

We peel off the leaves, cabbage and onionskins 

Everything is so different now 

 

We see what is revealed 
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About these bundles 
 

This bundle of pages holds stories that are wrapped 

within stories. It is the story of how I teach and use eco-

printing as a modality for meaning making. Wrapped 

within this bundle is another delicate story. It is the story 

of the women-folk, who participated in my research, as 

they bundle and unbundle their stories around the dye 

pot. And within this bundle is wrapped another. It is the 

tenuous story of my own unbundling; the revealing of 

my inner ecology on my outer skin.  

This is a textured collection of personal bundles that 

sometimes collages itself in intricate ways. Meanings are 

gleaned with patience and immersion. I invite you to take 

your time to read this and to read with your sensing 

body. A cup of tea in a cosy space would not go amiss.  
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About this dye pot 
 

 

I am a process driven artist, completing a masters in 

therapeutic arts practice at the MIECAT Institute. I have 

three children, the youngest, my daughter is now four. I 

conceived her soon after my MIECAT and eco-printing 

journeys began. The dye pot - the rich water that my 

metaphorical bundles are steeped within, is largely 

coloured by these elements.  

There are many bundles steeping within this pot; bundles 

of my values and fears, my sexuality and spirituality, my 

capacity and fragility, my sensuality and my intellect, 

and others yet unnameable. I will share moments of 

unbundling some of these with you. Others will remain 

elusively metaphorical, yet none the less, present.  

This dye pot is the vessel of my becoming and my 

simultaneous unbecoming. It is with grief, rage, ecstasy, 

confusion, guilt and vision that I have brewed this batch. 
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The form of inquiry 
 

I appear to have developed a hybrid methodology, 

drawing from aspects of the MIECAT form of inquiry, 

a/r/tography and autoethnography. My understanding of 

what I draw from these I shall elucidate.  

The MIECAT form of inquiry can be seen as an art as 

inquiry methodology. In this methodology creative 

modalities - such as drawing, movement, writing, 

sculpture and sound - are used to give voice to more than 

we can know through conceptual intelligence alone. It 

invites us to stay present to the here and now, engaging 

our felt sense as useful information in our meaning 

making.    

This framework is concerned with the generation of 

knowings, as verb, rather than knowledge as noun (Eisner, 

2008, p. 4). Knowledge implies an entity that can be 

extracted out of context and time, fixed and immutable.  

Knowings implies movement and change, fluidity and 

irreducibility. It is always relevant to the context in which 

it is generated.  This is a bundle of mutable knowings. 

Yet each knowing, though fleeting in its potency, lends 

tendrils of flesh to the next until it becomes a part of an 

approximation that is graspable, visible even, and able to 

be articulated.  It is the duede, the emotional vitality in the 

knowings to which I return and respond to.  
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I am following the soul of this inquiry. Shaun Mc Niff 

(1992) in Art as Medicine, imagines soul as ‚kinesis, 

process, creation and interplay and continuous motion‛ 

(p. 64). James Hillman (1977) describes soul as a 

perspective rather than a substance that occurs in the in-

between spaces (p. x). 

Alongside the MIECAT form, I feel a strong resonance 

with a/r/tographic inquiry as a place to locate my work. 

Barbara Bickel (2004) describes a/r/tography as 
 

a fluid and dynamic method of inquiry that activates and 

weaves together the complex roles of artist/researcher/teacher 

through critical, theoretical self- reflexive practice and analysis 

of art making and writing. . . It dwells in the liminal spaces 

between and within these worlds (p.iii). 

 

Rita Irwin (2004) describes it as creating space for 

understanding phenomena through aesthetic experiences 

that integrate knowing, doing and making, with a value 

of complexity (p. 24). 

My coming to meaning happens in liminal spaces, 

between the bundles in the metaphorical dye pot, hidden 

from view in the substrata of daily living. It is a 

rhizomatic, emergent process. Rhizomatic is a term 

developed by French philosophers Deleuze and Guattari 

(1989) to describe research that allows for multiple, non-
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hierarchical knowings to emerge.  Bickel (2004) explains; 

this research ‚evolves without preconception through 

responding to each new layer, each unfolding in present 

time‛ (p. 57). It is a living inquiry. Mc Niff (1992) 

contends that intention must give way to follow the soul 

as it moves through its local environment, through daily 

life (p. 35). I value the extraordinariness that emerges 

when I attend to the ordinary. 
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Description 
Soul is missed and lost when we overlook 

the immediate presentation and try to 

determine what is behind or under it. 

 Shaun Mc Niff, 1992, p. 21 

 

Daily life and eco-printing conjure metaphors and 

metonyms that articulate what I am coming to 

understand. They both point to and are the location of 

meaning. My resonance with them reveals the presence 

of soul. So I seek not to explain them for to do so arrests 

soul-making, and the vitality of the knowing is lost. 

Instead, I use the MIECAT procedure of description to stay 

with what is resonant before me, and in doing so, come to 

a greater nuance of understanding. 

 

Description has its foundations in Phenomenology. 

‚Phenomenology is the study of essences,‛ articulates 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1995, p. vii) in his Introduction 

to The Phenomenology of Perception. It does not produce 

empirical or theoretical observations or accounts. Instead, 

it offers an account of experienced space, time, body and 

human relations as we live them. I use description to 

come to new ideas, feelings, awareness and 

understanding (Moustakas, 1994, p. 86). You will see that 

description plays an important part in this inquiry. 
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Resistance to explaining has tempered my writing, since 

it is incongruent with the story. I want to show it to you, 

and you be immersed in an embodied way. My struggle 

reminds me of the struggle Westerners encounter when 

trying to explain the Japanese philosophy of Wabi-Sabi. In 

the West we have come to define it as an aesthetic of 

‚flawed beauty‛. This form of beauty is imperfect, 

transient and ephemeral. It is born over time. Historically 

it holds as its teleological benchmark ‚incompleteness‛.  

It is not by chance that you cannot read Japanese texts 

about Wabi-Sabi, for to do so would diminish its power. 

Its wisdom is gleaned through Haiku, dilapidated sheds, 

broken pottery and wilted flowers. Architect Leonard 

Koren (1994), when writing on Wabi-Sabi, reflects on the 

irony of explaining something that thrives in aesthetic 

obscurantism (p. 17). Yet he persists in his endeavour as a 

way of drawing attention to this important aesthetic and 

its underpinning values. In the same way, I am coming to 

understand that it is important that I find a way to write 

my thesis so that you to may share in its understandings. 

Even if this form is but a shadow of the meanings it 

pertains to.  
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An invitation 
 

I hope, while you read these stories, you will feel and 

sense them, like flutters across your skin, yearnings in 

your heart and heat behind your eyes; the making of soul 

between you as perceiver and this text as the perceived.   

I am sharing my ways of coming to meaning as keys for 

you entering into this body of work. In these bundles, 

everything is important and is telling the story. The 

seemingly mundane and incidental is meaningful; the 

cups of tea, rock pools, tent dwelling and smashed clay 

are my offerings of the in-betweens.  

I am mindful that a layered, non-linear text requires more 

of you as a reader. I recognise that I am sharing the 

dynamic nature of this inquiry with you, and although it 

was written in a time of great flux for me, I am also 

moved to adopt an ethical position that makes my text 

penetrable. So I will endeavour to afford you rocks to rest 

upon as you immerse and I also invite you to hold this 

text with patience and compassion as I share the this 

inquiry with you. 
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To the sensing body, nothing presents itself 

as utterly passive or inert. Only by 

affirming the animateness of perceived 

things do we allow our words to emerge 

directly from the depths of our ongoing 

reciprocity with the world. 

David Abram, 1997, p. 56 
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On poetry 
 

Poetry lends itself to emotional 

expression and strong reverberating 

images that seem ‘larger’ than the small 

verbal frame that holds them. 

Leonard Koren, 2004, p. 54 

 

Poetry is a constant companion as I seek to write the 

elusive in my text. 

The word poetry is derived from the Latin word Poiesis. I 

came across poiesis in one of those in- between moments 

as I was researching Kairos. Kairos is a qualitative marker 

of a process in time. It speaks to something occurring in 

‚perfect timing‛. Incidentally, this unexpected 

congruence between experiencing Kairos, while I 

researched, is known in arts-based inquiry as content in 

process.  

Heidegger (1975),defines poiesis as a ‚bringing forth‛, a 

moment of ecstasis, when something moves away from its 

standing as one thing to another (p. 55). For the pre-

Socratic Greeks, it meant ‚to produce into presence‛. 

Poiesis has nothing to do with the exercise of the will, 

and everything to do with the process of aletheia.  
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Aletheia is a moment of unveiling, like when a butterfly 

emerges from a chrysalis. Derek Whitehead (2003) writes 

that it is ‚an undercurrent, striving toward the light of 

day‛(para 10). And this emergence is very much likely to 

be in unexpected forms. Like knowing, aletheia it is a 

verb, an action that transforms and continues into the 

world. It is the moment when the application of a skill 

and what is wrought from it becomes alive and felt. 

Poiesis also speaks to poetry as inquiry, ‚writing my way 

into knowing‛, as Laurel Richardson (1994) would say.  

The poems throughout this piece take two main forms. 

One is my voice as participant-researcher and will appear 

as follows: 

Bone unearthed from the old home 

Sliced open and now the rotting fibres  

Reveal delicate cross hatches 

 

The second is the collaborative voice. This voice is 

gathered from words written and spoken by participants. 

These will be presented as follows: 

I know these are threads in the tapestry 

I keep coming back to them 

I am so drawn and 

I need some nurturing 
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This text is the outworking of adapting the MIECAT 

procedures for inquiry. These words, gathered from the 

written and spoken musings across the workshops have 

been horizontalised, which means to pool all these words 

together, outside of their original context, so as to 

develop a new meaning in another context. I have then 

clustered these words according to the way they lead into 

presence, giving voice to themes and hinting at not-

knowings that engage my attention as I bracket in how 

eco-printing is a tool for meaning making.  

Clustering, is  a procedure of reduction that supports the 

forming up of multiple knowings to give a rich and deep 

understanding of a phenomenon. In this process, themes 

approximations to knowing, and snippets of shared 

experiencing emerge, rather than being grouped 

according to pre-conceived themes. I have then created 

poetic representations using these clusters, to offer 

windows into these themes and experiencing. 
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I see these poetic voices, my own and the collaborative 

voice, as intersubjectively formed. They morph with each 

reading and re-writing, in an ever emergent dialogue 

with the story being rendered. In that sense, their 

authorship is essentially irreducible. 

McNiff (1992) recounts this as a process in which 

something of an archetypal presence, an ‚animate other‛ 

(p. 105), is embodied in the art making and visits the 

artist, the collaborator, as a self-presencing thing. 

Springgay (2004) describes it as a ‚constitutive, 

intercorporeal encounter that produces and transforms 

knowledge as a process of exchange‛ (pp. 117-118). 
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A work of art comes into visual, aural or 

tactile view by invading the spaces and 

textures of the sensible world, by becoming 

the unveiling it means itself to be. 

Heidegger 1975, p, 55 
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The skeleton 
 

This entire thesis is a series of unveilings and  

kairological moments. It is loosely draped over the 

chronological skeleton of a three - part workshop held in 

2015 with eight women. In truth, I quite overlooked 

inviting my participants to give themselves pseudonyms 

to de-identify them in my research. So after much 

contemplation, I have decided to leave them anonymous. 

When I am quoting them however their voice will appear 

as follows: 

She was my first ever. Just seeing her 

bundled was deeply satisfying.  She was 

beautiful just as She was, and I was happy 

to dwell in her bundled splendour. A 

chrysalis by colour, shape, and prospect. 

Anon. 

I have chosen to use the same format as when quoting 

literature, as it is important to me that the voice of 

participants is presented on the same platform as the 

voice of academia, experts in their own experiencing. 
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This is a layered account whereby multiple stories and 

voices; reflexive and introspective are woven together to 

tell a larger story. Layered accounts invoke readers to 

enter into the "emergent experience" of doing and writing 

research, (Ronai, 1992, p.123). My reflexive voice as 

researcher-inquirer, full of my own experiencing, appears 

as follows;  

I am not separate from my work. 

It is both auto ethnographic and a/r/tographic.  

This thesis is telling both 

my own story as I research and the larger story 

I am situated within. 

 

 

Auto ethnographic writing displays multiple layers of 

consciousness connecting the personal to the cultural 

(Ellis and Bochner, 2000, p. 739). These bundles are 

simmered in  the complexity of my struggle with 

patriarchal norms that I still experience as present in my 

life and my attempts to inquire into its relationship with 

my axiology, epistemology and ontology as a woman, 

writer, mother and artist. Intertwined with this is my 

mutable relationship with spirituality, sensuality and 

sexuality.  
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How do I make sense of myself as a post- modern writer, 

having relinquished, among many things, a religious 

ontology, yet still finding meaning in such things as 

fractals, seasons, archetypes and mythic language?  

When I re-read this thesis, I see a clash in these values 

that may appear confusing. This confusion is indeed my 

own experiencing, my ontology, seemingly solid at 

points over the two years of research, very quickly 

dissolves to quicksand, leaving me bereft of framework. 

Although I do not explicitly address this contradiction in 

my writing, I suppose I want you to know that I am 

aware of it and am still unresolved as to how they are 

congruent with one another.  

What I hope this thesis shares are my experiences with 

coming to make sense of my life, located somewhere 

beyond the patriarchal norms of duality, linearity, 

objectivity and consistency and that it speaks to my 

growing value of process, uncertainty and multiplicity.  

 

One anchor I can offer to you is that my understanding of 

sacred means simply ‚to be ascribed meaning through 

the paying of attention‛. I hold an existentially 

phenomenological position, where meaning is relative to 

me as perceiver and my context. Ideas, such as 

archetypes, are meaningful and relevant to my 

understanding not because of an existing transcendent 
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framework, but for how I experience them and am 

moved by them in any given moment. They are 

transitory, contextual symbols.  

This work feels risky, for I am sharing with you my 

personal experiences in emergence and the unbundling 

of the liminal spaces that this involves. I anticipate that 

parts may not make sense, the flow hard to follow. 

Bundles unravel with unexpected content, and  I am 

endeavouring to share that with you.  
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The women are a line of flight- 

provocateurs who take me elsewhere. . .  

I gesture towards them in oblique ways, 

they are everywhere 

 Elizabeth St Pierre, 2005, p. 971 
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Autumn  

2015 
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Friday night 

Tearing, bathing & gathering 
 

 

I know these are threads in the tapestry 

I keep coming back to them 

I am so drawn and 

I need some nurturing 

I’m coming back to my roots 

Among women 
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Creating space 
 

The world and I reciprocate one another 

David Abram, 1997, p. 33  

 

Eight women slowly trickle into my studio. I have quietly 

spent the day gathering leaves and bracken, chopping 

purple cabbages and carrot, artfully scattering onion 

skins, rusted cans and railway bolts. I have coiled many 

bundles of silk string, wool and twine, and gathered up 

all the pieces of copper pipe I can find for wrapping 

around. In between these I have nested a few of my 

treasures. Treasures collected throughout my eco- 

printing journey, gifts from this bundle of my life. 

Feathers gathered with my children are held in intricate 

miniature Indian brass vases procured from op-shops. 

Pieces of driftwood, that have adorned foraging altars, 

now make their way this studio. None of them shiny, but 

sufficiently weathered in an ancient kind of way.  
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It’s a miracle that I have the space set up at all. I am living in transition, in a tent with my children and 

husband, awaiting our yurt, lost in transit from Mongolia. I am feeling scattered physically and 

emotionally. My relationship with my partner is on the rocks and imploding. And I am a mass of 

creative energy. 

 

I am writing the story of my eco-printing research with the women-folk and yet what keeps writing 

itself is my own story, a story that has been unfolding this whole eco-printing journey. I am feeling 

heat behind my eyes and a thudding in my heart. As I try to describe my studio, I encounter the 

narrative of each well-tended artefact, the knowings that have emerged, and actions I have taken. 

 

These women have come to reflect my own questions and needs, precious sisters held in a process that 

keeps us facing and integrating the unknown, the blood pulsing through the heart of this inquiry. 

 

They have co-constructed the eco-system that holds me, and my way of being, in the world. Our 

inquiry, our mark, though personal in nature is formed in the collaborative space between us, at the 

points where our stories touch each other’s. Our presence and way of being in the world meets with 

another, offering gifts of space, acceptance, curiosity, solidity, tears and presence. 
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Bone unearthed from the old home 

Sliced open and now the rotting fibres  

Reveal delicate cross hatches. 

Filigrees of life and time passing. 
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Finding threads 
 

 

Birth of my daughter 

My third child 

Unearths an 

Unequivocal need to create qualitatively different 

Artworks of beauty  

In response to the oceanic waves stirring in my body 

Beyond the articulation of the tongue 

Ungoverned by the imaginative faculty of my mind 

And the creative capacity of my hands to execute. 

 

Larger, deeper, more expansive, 

Felt heavily in my bones, flowing through my blood 

So intimately known in my body yet impossible to hold  

in my mind’s eye to express. 

 

Barnacled rocks, seaweed on mussels,  

River stones, weathered bones, 

The rust on our fry pan,  

Viscerally my home 

And I long to immerse in them. 

 

The rebirthed artist and aesthete  

Grows restless tending to the hearth 

The art of living beautifully - 

An adaptation for artistic survival 

 In the sphere of the domestic 

Is outgrown 

 

Expanding, ever expanding, 

Ready to fly the nest. 
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Dandenong Ranges Open studios 2012 
 

On a chilly wet autumn morning, with this new born 

snuggled against my chest, I visit the studio of an eco-

printing artist. Each work I contemplate feeds my viscera. 

Jude demonstrates bundling and, with great eagerness, I 

note her technique. I marvel at the simple, but precise 

practice and know I can do it too.   

 

 

 

 

Stepping into the studio of an artist is to 

Slowly sink into a hot spring 

The deep exhale of returning home 

 

 

Stepping into the studio of an artist 

 Is to gallop the cosmos with a fleet footed heart  

With each breath I am born anew 

As I race along the silken stitched path   
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Within days of visiting her studio, I acquire some tools of 

the craft: copper water piping from my dad; salvaged 

railway bolts from a tinkers’ market; saved coconut 

cream cans and onion skins. 

 
 

With new I eyes I see them as precious  

No longer obsolete.  

The un-compostable skins  

Of onions alchemise. 

 

 

I forage for leaf matter in the sea of eucalypts and 

ornamentals that I call my home. And I search for the 

iconic e. cinerea,the eco-printers gold, a silvery imparter of 

rusted hues and ochre tones. The taxonomist in me is 

aroused; as I forage I muse over classifying the 

specimens, their Latin names, how they make prints and 

change in the presence of metals. But the romance is 

brief. Like a Sakura in flower, the romance is held in the 

elusive. If the precise moment were known, the print 

determinable, the wonder would diminish.  

I dye not for what I know, but for what I may become 

and un-become.  
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Remnants of muslin too tattered for nappies 

Cocooning virginal foraged curiosities 

Sit in simmering pots on the hearth I keep 

 

A pungent winter brew. 

 

I clear a space for them to rest 

A colony of jars with samples inside 

I wonder at what they are becoming. 
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New collaborations 
 

I begin with a demonstration of how I bundle and attend 

to what arises for me as I do so. I am offering a 

description of my creative process. 

I consider the leaves before me, and what is required of 

me to describe my experience of bundling to the women-

folk. As I tune into the present moment, the holding of 

the many bundles of my own life become apparent. As I 

lean into the leaves on the table, these bundles seem to 

swing forward and I can feel them hanging like a weight 

about my neck. In a microcosmic moment I feel the 

holding of the demonstration, the holding of the group, 

my children, life, home, marriage and the holding of 

myself. I slow to negotiate a path forward. To deny the 

weight presently draped from my neck would be 

inauthentic. To unravel it would be relationally unethical. 

Can I trust my way to authentically share the content 

emerging in my process without compromising ethically? 

That I may be present with and for the other? 

Ellis (2007) writes that the auto ethnographic life is not 

separate to the self. This is apparent within the first hour 

of being with these women. Yet I have a keen awareness 

of my responsibility to hold back the personal details of 

my life, for I do not want them to feel a responsibility for 

me. My role here is as researcher and, although I may 
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notice my own inquiry coming into presence, I must find 

a way to be vulnerable, for that is my value, without 

sharing the details of my story. 

So I proceed by describing how I select Japanese Maple, 

Climbing Roses and Rusted Tin cans because they feel 

like friends who know me. I do not share the context that 

makes these leaves so significant to me. But I do describe 

the heat in my eyes and stirrings in my chest that I am 

feeling.  I am drawn to comforting presence of these old 

friends, no matter what story they tell. I feel myself being 

observed, and I wonder what these women, new to this 

space and me, are thinking, and I struggle to look up. 

Wiping my eyes, I wrap and label this unexpectedly 

weighty bundle, and with a teary yet encouraging smile, 

I look up and invite the women to begin their inquiry 

with eco-printing. 
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The silent air is alive with anticipation and wonder 

Leaves rustle as new hands reach for new friends 

Collaborators in mark making. 

 

Water splashes upon paper 

And tentative questions of can I wrap around the bones? 

And what will a feather do?  

 

Find voice. 

 

Heads are bent in immersion  

And pens scribble notes on scraps of paper.  

Jottings of curiosities, process and uprising feelings. 

Some wrestle with plans for patterns and order 

 

Others scatter with abandon. 

 

There are smiles of satisfaction and frowns of mistrust 

As bundle by bundle the pots are filled with their cargo 

 

And us with our experiencing. 
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It’s actually ok 

Where I am 

To embody 

The journey 

To have absolute 

Trust 

To be 

Vulnerable 

In the not knowing 

And listen to the quiet whispers 

 

 

As I fall 

Away from 

Imposition 

And substitution 

To remain open 

To let go 

Unfold and 

Flow 

Anon. 
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People reflect to me that my demonstration of attending 

to the present moment in my initial description gave 

them permission to stay with whatever emerged for 

them: 

It was a very peaceful experience. I felt very 

present in the moment and did not feel the 

need to chat or make polite conversation. I 

felt that this was an experience that I could 

allow myself to enjoy. 

Anon. 

 

As we stand around the dye pots fastening our bundles, 

we reflect on leaving the string untied and possibly 

unsecured, or knotted. Description of the act reveals 

content in process and the chance to try something new; 

 

The loose ends are a metaphor for control 

and letting go in my life. So much is out of 

my control, every structure dissolving or 

falling down, including my sense of self, 

that I notice it is important to me to tie the 

ends. There is an anxiety beneath that, once 

spoken, I can open to not having my knots 

tied. A kind of surrender. 

Anon. 
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I notice when some participants seemed removed from 

the rest of the group. I endeavour to bracket out my own 

story around exclusion, and choose to trust in the 

emotional resilience of those around me as they inhabit 

their emotional terrain. Their inner ecologies are teeming 

with life; 

 

I felt quite tearful that I could describe 

myself like this. I was fearless, carefree, and 

not afraid to embrace courage and 

permission. I did not feel the need for 

something pretty. I am so pleased. 

I think I’ve got the courage to care about 

my own stuff. To be mindful, in the 

moment, to allow myself to create, be at 

peace, to invest in my making. 

Anon. 
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Wrapped around the unexpected 
 

At the end of our first evening, we reflect on the 

experience of gathering our collaborators and creating 

bundles. Many women unearth questions about the 

creative process and what it speaks to in their lives. 

 

The old is stirred, alive and present. 

Where is my courage to wonder  

To give up 

Or to give  

A finished piece  

A prayer for peace 

Settling for the substitution  

Is not quite right  

 

For me 

There is not enough.  

I want to do something.  

How to stay open at this time? 

I feel quite protective.  

 

In this body of gentleness. 

Creation inspired generosity 

And I am creating, quiet, 

Full of Wonder. 

I am finding this matters. 
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I just need to know 

Who am I? 

This is my question 

I had expected . . . this is not so 
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Saturday 

Stories steeped in dye pots 
 

 

 

 

The heart of research is the burning interest 

in a question, idea, or image 

Pat Allen, 2012, p. 16 
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Collaborative resonance; 

a pathway to openness 
 

 

Today I have again adorned our workspace with some of 

my treasures; clay forms of archaic women, gnarled roots 

and precious stones. I invite everyone to select an object 

from the table, or anywhere in the room, that resonates 

with them and spend some time noticing its qualities. We 

then gather together to share our descriptions and 

choices and soon find ourselves immersed in an animate 

dialogue, filled with the wonder of what a simple 

description of an object can afford. 

 

Dreams dreamt 

Paths walked,  

Feelings evoked 

And aroused senses 

Swirl as falling leaves 

 

Whose poetry is an oration of 

 A resonance withheld now spilling 

As courage is found to give form 

To tender flesh 

 

I am . . . I am . . .  

Plays on our lips 

Inviting an out breath from those 

Weary of heart 
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My intended timeframe for a ‚quick check in‛ makes 

way for Soul as she weaves her way among us. As I sit 

among the women, absorbing this space, I notice the 

beauty in emergence and how it sits in tension with 

structure. I am wondering if I need to see my ‚data‛ as 

located outside the framework of the journal style 

booklets I have given to the women to fill in, and rather 

here in this emergent moment. Women, who were 

unknown to each other the previous night, are somehow 

now cocooned together revealing emotional experiencing 

to one another. Openness, writes Jan Allen (2004) ‚means 

the capacity and willingness to reach out and take in new 

possibilities, to sometimes ‘empty oneself’ of content, or 

to bracket out what is known and to allow what might 

become known to enter‛ (p. 22). 

This morning, I experience women creating a container 

for one another, listening intently, writing down key 

words for each other, offering their tears of 

understanding, and responding with their experiences. 
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I am at once bemused, perplexed, affirmed and lacking language to articulate what I experienced that 

morning. I have been operating at capacity. I feel like I have minimally prepared for this space, even 

though I have put in many hours. There is something about choosing to remain open to emergence 

that means I cannot ever feel completely ready. Jan Allen, in The Art of Intersubjectivity (2004), reflects 

on the value of openness to uncertainty and ambiguity. She writes that openness includes the capacity 

to be in the experience of flow.  

 

Flow concerns the capacity to engage with the 

‘other’ in such a way that the perceived 

boundaries of the self are no longer in focus, but 

rather the focus is more on the energy of 

engagement (p. 22). 

 

I see how openness is key to my process.  I need to trust that my way of working with eco-printing is 

embodied, and that I can trust it is a robust intersubjective companion. I can also trust that I have the 

resources to adapt, to stay open in the moment to meet what arises, and adjust collaboratively. 

Creating a container for women to be present to their emotional experiencing and to allow the 

unexpected to arise and flow. A paradoxical strength arises when I dance the unknown with fragile 

steps. 
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Bundles holding matter,  

Dye pots holding bundles,  

Women holding one another,  

In the holding of the studio,  

Prints holding the complex layers  

Of these spiralling iterations. 

 

 The materials of earth about us,  

Opening an embodied response.   

Objects made precious by  

Shamanic perception 
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Words point us in a direction by which we 

can undergo what the words purport to 

reveal. Words in this sense, are like cues to 

guide us on a journey  

Elliot Eisner, 2008, p. 5 
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Bundling the remains  
 

This resonance and sharing calls for a creative response. 

We gather the remnants of unbundled paper from the 

evening before. Paper unused in the face of the question, 

‚Is it really all for me?‛ is adorned with the marks of 

attentive hands and open hearts. It is touching to watch 

women respond to one another as they negotiate how to 

lay the leaves, imbue the paper with images and text of  

the knowings thus far, and fold and wrap the bundles 

together. I join in, my contribution becoming an 

intersubjective response to the group as I link with 

images, the threads I see emerging in their recordings. 

Watching hands, so quickly familiar with the process as 

they sink into collaborative crafting with curiosity and 

intent, is evocative for me. 

 

 I continue to revisit the words written on the remnants, 

and I cluster them with my observations of the making 

process until I hear whispers, that capture something of 

the richness of this moment and the invitation to 

knowing that it holds. This is how the cluster has 

emerged poetically; 
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Liquid Amber caught 

In a gaze through the window. 
 

In meandering lines 

Keyholes are traced 

And tracings are embellished. 
 

Figures are traversing 

Smudging. 

End of lost 

Start of finding. 
 

The song without the words 

And the play behind the window’s light 

Are floating, whispering, 

As well-worn hands 

Tend the bundle. 
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I’m reluctant to open the bundle 

I’m interfering  

I’m tampering. 
 

Yet sometimes 

Curious happy layers of beauty 

Are revealed by unwrapping. 
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We retrieve the bundles 
 

It is Saturday afternoon. The morning has been spent in 

great anticipation of this moment. Now faced with the 

opportunity to unwrap our bundles, we slow right down. 

As we retrieve them from the dye pot we notice how very 

changed they are. A cacophony of complex feelings arise 

around unbundling the unknown; the intersubjective 

space between ourselves and our bundles. 

 

It is beautifully wrapped, snug and safe, 

still nurtured. I am reluctant to open it, to 

interfere. Not allowing it to be what it is. 

Yet I feel sadness, a grief at not immersing. 

Anon. 
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I notice some women’s sadness as they describe feeling like they are tampering and interfering if they 

unwrap their bundles. This is how I can feel about myself in relation to others. Sometimes, I feel so 

keenly my presence as poisonous, and I wish they could remain untainted from my touch. Trust and 

openness to what may emerge vanishes and I feel like an insidious force that acts upon the benign 

other. It washes over me suddenly and unexpectedly, I writhe with discomfort in my material presence 

and long to vapourise into nothingness, to protect those I love and hold in esteem. I cannot see that 

they too are within my perceptual field, and shaping my experiencing. This is a curious fear based 

default that contradicts my values around co- creation and highlights my wild self doubt.  

 

Yet somehow, eco-printing gently invites an experiential suspension of this default and offers new 

possibilities for knowing my relational self as a collaborator in something beautiful. My presence and 

ideas are necessary to create beautiful prints. I am active as I select the leaves and arrange them; how I 

roll the bundle makes a big difference to the printing process. I am neither passive in the process of 

crafting beauty nor necessarily a hindrance to beauty either. I am but one essential variable in the 

process. Whatever the creation, it is never solely my achievement or seeming failure. It is dependent on 

so many variables-the acidity of the water, the chemical constituents of the leaves- which is utterly 

depend on the eco system in which they grow, even which side of the tree they fall from, the degree of 

rust on the cans, not to mention the other bundles in the pot and the host of interactions contained 

within them.  We are all uniquely shaped by the microcosms we find ourselves within, and these 

microcosms interact with one another in the interworld of the bundle and the macrocosm of the pot. 
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I unwind the string 

I see the impression its resistance imparts. 

I place it aside and I wonder 

What will the first revolution of unbundling hold? 

 

The extent of investment, unexpected attachments  

and stories of Self with Other arise.  

 

In an instance of action  

The unknown meets knowing. 

The fruits of collaboration are revealed. 

 

My breath suspends as I unravel these skins.   
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We unravel the string& unwrap 
 

The multiplicity of voices as we unravel the unknown are 

sung today: in whispers, in body, in silence, in smiles, 

wafts of disappointment, and gasps of amazement. 

Amidst silent disconnection and hopes not met, stories 

are revealed as landscapes for traversing and glorious 

surprises revealing new possibilities. 

 

Mother Chrysalis 

She was my first ever bundle. Just seeing 

her bundled was deeply satisfying. She was 

beautiful just as She was, and I was happy 

to dwell in her bundled splendour.  

A chrysalis by colour, shape, and prospect. 

Anon. 
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There is something about unwrapping that takes a lot of energy. Perhaps it is seeing the prints for the 

first time, the complexity of feelings that arise, or none at all. But once it’s done it’s hard to do 

anything else. I can feel tired. It’s a multifaceted space; when it is shared with others, how to be with 

what is revealed, and my response to that. Can I be disappointed in front of others? Can they let me be 

disappointed in front of them without having to make things better for me? Can I stay in descriptive 

language, bracketing out amazement at prints that “worked” compared to those that “did not”? 

 

It’s a challenge to maintain such an open space for experiencing. It’s hard to witness disappointment 

and not want to make it better. Yet I come back to trusting that it is rich to feel disappointed and I 

allow people room to ride that wave. From my experience, in time, dissonant prints reveal information 

about values and needs I find it hard to otherwise articulate or accept. Such knowings I treasure, and 

so I treasure and tend to the disappointments of others. Describing what I see in the prints and what I 

notice of their experiencing offers an intersubjective response in support of opening up what also sits 

alongside the disappointment. 
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Imperfection and perfection  

Danger and safety  

Immersion and distance 

Satisfaction and dissatisfaction  

Vitality and lifelessness 

Detached and 

 Unconditional  

Love 

 

Beautiful and nice 

Delightful paradoxes  

Embedded with life  
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We peel off the leaves 

Everything is so different now 
 

 

The unwrapping is not unlike this process of detangling from my husband and renegotiating our 

relationship. Peeling away the leaves, that have created beauty, reveals the mystery of changed forms. 

I’m so sensitive to everyone around me when I am unwrapping. Uncurled and vulnerable. I can feel a 

nauseating feeling in my belly when I stretch open a print that wants to stay curled and I coil away 

with it too. 

 

 

For once I leave the leaves on. I usually brush them off in haste to find the print. But now I am worn 

down by the exposing. This marriage bundle has brewed for 12 years. It’s vintage now. Of course  this 

is messy. The leaves are enmeshed with the paper and it tears as I try to remove them.  

 

I let the print rest and recoil. 
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For the first time I am seeing the seemingly obsolete leaves wrapped in the bundle as beautifully 

transformed and worthy of tending. They have imparted their essence in this collaboration. Remains 

once previously discarded in haste I now regather and cling to my breast. I grieve for the ever-

changing face of love and loss. 

 

 

What if I had not grown, what if I had not crafted another bundle for myself? Or at least not 

unwrapped it? Why could I  not simply stayed with its wrapped beauty and been pleased to wonder at 

what it might reveal, or not even be tempted to wonder at all? To be satisfied with what I had? 
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Initially I wanted something pretty 

I want whole pieces, symmetry and order. 

Intending harmony 

To imbibe beauty 

I selected with some care. 

Those bundles were planned, precise,  

almost perfect.  

 

And I really like them.  

But they lack something. 
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We see what is revealed 
 

Surprise! The unknotted piece has the most 

vitality, unexpected beauty is more alive 

than planned 

Anon. 

 

We notice together that what we plan is nice, and pretty, 

but it’s the unconventionally beautiful prints, born from 

experimental process that are the most vital, inviting 

curiosity and meaning making, and beckoning our love. 

 

Once I unwrapped my first piece, my 

investment changed. I think the savouring 

of the unbundling, the investment in the 

process, the mindfulness made me become 

attached to the bundles I had nurtured. It 

really did feel like a birthing of my artwork, 

and the unconditional attachment to the 

pieces became apparent. I kept looking at 

my pieces as they dried. I separated them 

from the group’s work — they had their 

own places to ‘be’. 

Anon. 
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After unbundling, we reflect on what is present for us 

and I take notes of what is spoken. I later gather these 

words onto scraps of paper and play with clustering 

them in an attempt to articulate the knowings that 

transpired. They may read as slightly obscure, because 

they are the stringing together of many verbatim phrases 

spoken across multiple conversations by eight women. 

Yet in them I see the threads of knowings, important to 

us collectively and individually, and for this reason I 

preference staying true to the phrases. I see them as 

wonderfully poetic and all the more evocative in that 

they are simultaneously opaque and transparent in their 

telling of a creative process and the accompanying 

emotional content. 
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Beauty is intrinsically  

valuable 
 

Beauty, in and of itself, has value 

Beauty makes me glow inside 

Beauty requires no transactions 

Clusters of beauty create new beauty. 
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Perfect mess 
 

Freedom, yearning and curiosity, 

Permission to abandon.  

They appear like a mess,  

Until you hold them up and see the joy. 

 

Wonder as I begin, 

Is the nourishing fuel that brings  

About the luxurious knowing 

 

Out of the mess comes the art. 
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Collaboration 
 

Didn’t expect  

Once I unwrapped my investment changed 

I became a partner 

Accepting the path of heart. 
 

Present, unconditional attachment 

Moments of glory and fragility 

In this timeless primordial plane 

Feels like I’ve come home. 
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Gentler Landscapes 
 

Quite proudly messing things up. 

Tampering? Interfering?  

No 

With little seeds of knowing  

I could allow my innermost self  

To be beautiful.  

To trust gentler landscapes.  
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Mark making 
 

To make my mark knowing deeply 

That these are timeless reflections of my 

Innermost self 

And that this matters 
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Winter 
2015 

 

 

 

Now I’ll cry the tears unshed  

Of many moons hearts. 

Silence with ease.  

 

I was able to let go, leave untied.  

Me unwrapped, seen, exposed.  

 

Feels like it’s integrating. 
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Sunday 

Integrating and regathering 
 

It’s been a couple of weeks since we last gathered. For 

me, an awful lot of life processing, including my husband 

and I agreeing to separate.  The yurt is still lost on the 

Pacific; people are looking on in dismay that I am living 

with my children in a tent mid-winter. Yet they are 

flourishing as they play in the rain and snuggle with 

chickens. I love the simplicity this life affords, whilst 

tending a broken and hopeful heart. Holding all this 

however, has me feeling threadbare and fleshless. 

Coming out to gather, facilitate and research feels counter 

intuitive to the internal pull to hide and rest. 

 

Yet the women arrive in high energetic spirits, so happy 

to see one another, and look through my stock of things 

they may purchase, and bundles I have recently 

unwrapped. It’s a gathering of friends with cups of tea 

and chocolates. I feed on their joy and enter the flow. 

Before I know it, it’s almost an hour in and I gather us in 

to ‚start‛. 
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Here is the treasure  

In upsurging talk 

I release my intention 

Stay with the flow. 
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Someone remarks, ‚Well I want to know how everyone 

has been!‛ And so for the next hour or so, these women 

take in turn sharing what has been, for many, a 

mammoth two weeks and how their experience of the 

first two sessions together have played  a part in shaping  

what they are coming to know. One woman has come 

prepared with pages from her journal photocopied to 

read out to us. It is a generous revealing to us of how the 

eco-printing process is reflecting her valuing of the 

unknown, and how that is presented in her life and art. 

Another tells how the process is showing her value of 

beauty, the feminine and creativity. She has set up a 

studio as an action to support that value. She has also 

continued to eco-print. Another speaks of it revealing a 

need to step out into her preferred way of being, not 

‚dipping her toe in and out‛, but just committing to 

doing what she knows actually energises her and not 

compromising on that. Preferred ways of being have 

emerged naturally as we allow space to attend to our 

creative processes. 
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Improvised poetry:  

Anchors in the sea of experiencing 
 

 

 

 

Form emerges from the chaos;  

Words are anchors in the endless sea  

Offering places to rest and ground.  

Starry constellations.  

 

Little wells of water in the rocks.  

Rocks becoming containers  

Through the movement of water.  
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There is such a wonderful resonance with the experiences 

shared that it seems the present moment flow is right 

here, in this conversation. As it comes to a resting place, I 

decide to invite the women to write down something 

from this chat to work with multi-modally. I had 

previously planned for everyone to work individually 

with their prints and what they were coming to know to 

create representations to take home. Perhaps a print 

embellished with key words or poetry, stitching together 

cloth to make books, or something akin to this. Yet there 

is such a synchronicity in the collaboration I decide to 

take a risk and improvise an adaptation of this. After all, 

is this not the learning that eco-printing is teaching me? 

This is a new process for the women and they doubt they 

will remember anything from the chat. I assure them 

whatever they recall will be perfect. To everyone’s 

surprise their collections of words and images grow 

rapidly. After a few minutes I invite everyone to bring a 

handful of these words and images to a communal table 

for a collaborative clustering. 

These words recombine and reform, shaping knowings, 

questions and feelings. This improvised poetry is so 

generative! It is spoken aloud, then deconstructed and 

made fresh with new hands. We notice art in the form of 

torn paper, handwriting and colour.  
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Knowings, questions and reflections endlessly emerge 

through our interplay. Enriched by the process, we take 

photos of the clusters and rest. 

 

Each collaborative piece of improvised poetry captures a unique aspect of the process and meaning 

that the women are coming to. The clusters are both personally relevant and, also speak to the group 

and to my research. (see appendix b for the clusters) 

 

We each take a cluster that speaks to us and spend some 

time creating representations of them. One woman has 

the cluster nest, quiet, quiet, bundle, peaceful. She sits with 

this for quite some time and creates the following 

collection of poems from the cluster; 
 

 

I sit with my bundle, 

Quiet warmth quiet 

My bundle, my peaceful nest 

 

Bundling quietly 

Nesting quietly 

Quietly peaceful 
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She continues to work with this poetry with her prints 

and creates the collaged and stitched piece featured. It is 

with much gratitude that we receive her knowing when 

we share what we have made later in the afternoon. 

Another woman creates books of her prints and records 

her knowings upon them. Skills upon the sewing 

machine and with water colour paints are shared as we 

quietly craft our knowings in visible forms. Moments of 

stuckness are tended to by companions who are 

becoming familiar with being curious, rather than trying 

to interpret or solve, and so space is created for 

approximations to be crafted. The following images are 

examples of the works crafted by the women.  
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In the 
not-yet 
Spring 
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Tendrils of knowing  

Spun from the wisdom of the bundle 

Allow thin hands a holding 

Of imperfection  

Transience and emergence 
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Moving to acceptance 
 

My yurt has finally arrived and, in a matter of hours, the 

tent is dismantled and the yurt assembled. The winter is 

passing and, in the faint whispers of spring, I hold an 

eco-printing workshop in the yurt. In the centre of the 

space, the sculpture of a labouring woman sits in a nest 

of jonquils and pussy willows, and other signets of the 

burgeoning time to come. Suddenly, without warning, 

her neck cracks and her head falls away. It is shocking. I 

sculpted her out of clay while I laboured with my 

daughter, four years ago. She holds my wisdom and 

ability to birth, to trust my body knowing. Now she is 

headless. Later in the day, the print I unwrap before the 

group of women reveals but a feint impression of the 

leaves and string inside it.  Overwhelmed, I wonder if I 

have nothing, or if in the nothing, I have everything. 

Within weeks, another of my sculptures fractures. The 

dismembering of a mermaid, sculpted for my first eco-

printing exhibition space, is somehow far more 

distressing and has me closing up like a pinecone in the 

rain. I have arrived in my studio on a Saturday morning 

to facilitate a workshop and I find her broken. She has 

fallen off  her shell onto my bench during the night and 

her tail fins have smashed. It hurts to see her change.  
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Yet I am tired of swimming in the oceans of emotion. I 

am ready for some land legs. I prop her back up on the 

shell and proceed with the day. Later in the afternoon, I 

return to my bench to find she has yet again fallen. This 

time, her head and hair smash into pieces too small to 

repair. The tail I can integrate, the loss of another head 

reduces me to tears. I am watching my seemingly perfect 

self unravel in multiple public spaces; in my sculptures 

and in my personal life. Dissolution still calls me to 

dance. Yet I am footless and headless and there is 

nowhere to hide.  

 

Something is shifting in the substrata of this eco-printing 

container. Workshops tend to peak in the revealing of 

prints, with an ultimate privileging of outcome.  This 

particular afternoon however, the unbundling is hard 

emotional work for many of us, unsettling in some ways. 

I have bundled my piece, longing for simplicity. Life has 

felt too complicated and very messy. I can barely find a 

sense of self to ground in. The local council, but a few 

weeks after assembling the yurt, issued a building notice, 

ordering me to ‚demolish this illegal building works‛. 

Everything is shifting, and I am finding it hard to hold 

this seeming failure of alternative living in the public 

sphere. 
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Yet unwrapping  my bundle this afternoon reveals a 

fiery, dynamic, dark print. I had given up the prayer for 

such a piece. I thought she was long worn away by 

separation and discord.  Yet somehow vitality remains. 

It’s a vitality of a different kind. I see she is born of the 

fire.  And I am exhausted from holding the smashing and 

the hope that seems to simultaneously swirl in the sea of 

emergence. 

 

We quietly hang our prints up to dry, for they have 

served their purpose, and we sit together to simply rest. 

Something remains from the unbundling that requires 

tending.  

 

I quietly offer a few suggestions about how people can 

work with what is present for them. The mood is 

introspective and quiet. I am curious to know what 

people think they need to create space for that. I’m really 

coming to trust in people’s capacity for self-care and the 

art’s process as a robust companion in that. I trust there is 

time and resources enough. Some of us dialogue about 

what we might do, and others seem to not notice the 

dialogue at all; they simply begin to craft from our spent 

table.  
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The glorious arrangement of leaves, bark, rust and silk 

that greeted us with their crispness and life, in the 

morning, now look dishevelled and wilted. It is from the 

remains of the eco-system of the bundle that we create. 

Some craft baskets and weave goddess eyes; some make 

installations; some rest and absorb this quiet tending. 

 

I gather the precious remains of my fiery bundle and lay 

a pyre for my dismembered mermaid. Honouring all 

phases and collaborators happening naturally today; a 

day when I feel so imperfect, and my holding so thin. 
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Spring 
2015 

 

 

I would think of writing as a method of 

data collection. . . These data were not 

where they were supposed to be . . . But 

they were always already in my mind and 

body, and they cropped up unexpectedly 

and fittingly in my writing fugitive, fleeting 

data that were excessive and out of 

category. 

Richardson & St Pierre, 2005, p. 970 
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Hitting the existential wall 

Writing my way into unknowing 
 

It has been months since I have been able to write 

anything.  I can’t make sense of this work in words. I 

have written the narrative, yet I can’t articulate what lies 

beneath, what this story is all about. I can feel it, but I 

cannot say it. I attempt to write and words spew endless 

questions and spiralling regressions. Yet if I don’t write it 

out, I feel I will combust. There is something important in 

the ravings. 

What follows are excerpts from the chaotic philosophical conundrum I find myself within –what I see 

as the hegemony of  written  language, that denies the validity of embodied knowing unless it is 

codified in prosaic language. .I am sharing  a significantly edited transcript of   a series of voice 

recordings that I made when unable able write. I did not and still do not want to completely edit that 

experiencing away, the madness within it feels symptomatic of the cultural absurdity I still wrestle 

with – the need to “write” the embodied. But  am sharing a condensed version to offer you a rock of 

reprieve in the sea I felt myself drowning in, whilst still sharing a little of the experience with you.  In 

retrospect I now see that  I was again sweeping away my ontological ground, as I had religion, 

privileging  only the embodied experiential as true. . In my angst with institutions and absolutes, I had 

in principle and in practice, relegated writing, which has long served my sanity, to the status of a tool 

that can only serve the patriarchy. I had for a period of time, banished a great friend. 
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I am in utter chaos, my head feels dead as I look at this work, my body is screaming. Words are 

meaningless. She is not here, where is she? What is the point of writing this work? To attempt to prove 

the unprovable?  To make concrete the fleeting? To what end? Whose end? To wrench from the 

fleeting, rich moments of experiencing only to bind them in a text that may never be read? Is this how 

I do justice to these bundles? 

 

The muse is not static and evades my language 

She seasons and inspires 

But is not in it 

 

Writing is thinking, writing is analysis, 

writing is indeed a seductive and tangled 

method of discovery. 

Richardson & St Pierre, 2005, p. 967 

 

What are the cultural paradigms and values around 

meaning and its ‚consolidation‛ and who does that 

serve? 

What is meaning making? 

How do we make meaning? 

Abstractions, outside the inherent moment of experience 

Are approximations, new iterations, ephemeral, 

Always becoming 

Socially constructed, 

Self with matter, 

The matter of self. 
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Predominant ways of meaning making are validated by 

an abstraction into reflective immutable language — 

The Word. 

 

The hegemony of patriarchy is embedded 

in language. 

Arlene Dallery, 1992, p. 62 

 

And is it accepted if it is not iterated in the form of the 

written? 

Does meaning making need to be immortalised in 

language? 

 

Meaning as an end is patriarchal. 

 

And it’s breaking my spirit. For I love to write. I am 

writhing in confusion. 
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How do meanings change? How have some 

meanings emerged as normative and others 

been eclipsed and disappeared? 

Richardson & St Pierre, 2005, p. 969 
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My deepest sense of self is preverbal, 

And when I find a resonance in the verbal, 

It is the feeling of the resonance, 

The evocation in my body toward 

The gestalt of the text,  

Which brings about the knowing. 

 

 

I am railing against constructing a written and bound 

hold on what is emerging in content as in process. I feel 

implicated by this limitation. It is but a microcosm of the 

hyper regulation and rigidness that I bash against in my 

personal life as a woman leaving marriage, religion and 

four square brick walls, and professionally as an artist, 

and researcher. I have chosen to situate myself in the 

borderlands of academia and culture, open to ambiguity 

and emergence, fuelled by a belief that change is possible.  

Yet my hope for space, to embody what is burgeoning in 

this inquiry, and my life is fast waning.  

Bewildered by the outward spiralling fractals of the 

dissolution, I can write no more. 
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The heart of the matter is always 

somewhere else rather than where it is 

supposed to be. To allow it to emerge, 

people approach it inadvertently by 

postponing until it matures, and letting it 

come when it is ready to come 

Trinh, 1989, p. 1 
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Late 
Spring 

2015 
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Windswept are the whales 

Which swim the ocean deep 

Whispered on salty ways 

Are secrets they keep 

 

Those who surface their beauty 

Dive beyond surface things 

Seeing all 

 That lies beneath 

 

Dale Allison, 2016 
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Feeling my knowing 
 

I am ready to return to this work and in doing so I  am 

struck by the concept of the window, and light dancing 

beyond the window, that emerged in our collaborative 

bundling on day two. I’m on the edges of articulation.  

How does the light move through? 

I have reached a point where what I am coming to know 

cannot be contained in the written form. My attempts to 

do so are convoluted, stunted, stammered and staggered. 

The knowing is embodied, alive and weighty. I need to 

respond to what this inquiry evokes and shift modalities, 

to create an intersubjective response to the inquiry. This 

requires myth, flesh and movement, encrusted with rust 

and texture. 
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In this new era the qualitative researcher 

does more than observe history; she plays a 

part in it. New tales from the field will now 

be written, and they will reflect the 

researcher’s direct and personal 

engagement with this historical period. 

Denzin and Lincoln, 2006, p. 14 
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This intersubjective response is my outer skin,  

my emerging ecology.  

 

To emerge is to come out, to be brought forth,  

to be revealed, to awaken, to be seen.  

Ecology — 

the study of the processes and interactions  

amongst organisms,  

and the transformation and flux of  

energy and matter. 

 

My outer skin, then, is the bringing forth,  

the revealing of the interactions and  

processes of my inner organisms, and  

the transformation and flux of energy and matter within me. 

 

An embodied creative synthesis in which form and content  

are a congruent response to my inquiry. 
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Crafting my outer skin,  

an embodied response  
 

I have decided to construct a dress. I will construct her as 

an intersubjective  response to all of this, with ‚all of this‛ 

being a heavy- charged cloud of fog of knowing in this 

inquiry that is escaping languaged articulation. Of 

course! So I make her still not knowing what I am doing, 

staying with what ensues from the process. A congruent 

process in honour of the knowings generated thus far. 

Her construction is bricolage; the creation of something 

novel or mythic from what is available.  It’s a poetic 

‚making do‛ (De Certeau, 1988, p. xv). It supports my  

creative position, accrued in life’s lessons, which holds to 

the belief that whatever meaning I need to come to, will 

make itself known, through whatever resources I have 

available to inquire with. The year of inquiry  and life 

sinks this knowing in. It also creates space for something 

new to emerge, allowing the initial bracketing out of 

conceptual knowing, so that the phenomena may inform 

me. I am not going to tell you the literal story of her 

creation; I am going to share with you her myth. It is a 

more truthful telling of her emergence.  
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Emergence is the allowing of our dialogues 

to be driven by the sense of realness of 

living connection in what is currently 

happening. 

Lett, 2011, p. 11 

 

It is a weaving of the many stories of this inquiry and the 

resonance that remains.  This is dress as process as text. 

Embedded in this telling is the process of stitching and 

assembling her over the course of a candle lit night in the 

yurt, the ensuing improvised movement and narrative 

that I performed whilst inhabiting her and my re-

membering of keywords from the workshops in that 

process. 

 

 

It is through others that we discover who 

we are. When we learn to step aside and 

watch ourselves, the other becomes an 

agent of transformation. 

McNiff, 1992, p. 2 
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The Story 
 

She moved through the shadows many years ago, with a sound that 

was beyond words;  a cavernous drone, earthing from the belly, 

through the throat and into the shadows with guttural warmth.  

 

The song of many before and many after, the sound of within,  

 

the sound of the liminal, 

 

Space  between the bones, between  the cells,  

 

and between  ourselves.  

 

In the space of the unknown,  

She incants the clearly unpronounceable; 

 

See me  See me 

See me. 
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Wrapped, a chthonic tomb that is the womb that is the tomb.  

She cannot see yet, but she feels something, here in this bundle,  

energy and matter shifting and changing,  

the processing of her living organisms into what 

 

 

she does not know.  

 

Within the tomb are her bones, her beautiful remains.  

Encrusted with the salt of the trail of tears.  

In this womb, the cauldron of life she brews  

 

waiting to emerge.  

 

Round and round the earth is turning,   

ever giving way, one unto the other,  

becoming and unbecoming,  

 

dissolution and construction are but one and the same 
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In a sliver of light she crafts her outer skin.  

 

Like skeleton woman, singing her body into being. 

Gathering the tendrils of women before and women to come. 

She is not dark, her skin is light, and the beautiful remains are not 

buried back within.  

 

The innards adorn her outer skin,  

And her bones are carved from the flesh of previous lifetimes.  

 

Art not discarded. 

 

Out of the mess comes the art.  

 

She stitches them to her very surface.  

Upon her breast is marked the path of decay.  

She is visibly mending and remembering the cacophony of 

collaborative creation. 

She follows the path signed ‚unknown destination of perfection‛ 

 

Emerging, revealing, coming out, being seen, revealed.   

 

 

Tentative tenuous light 

 

Bequeaths a silhouette in haze  

and she wonders how well formed is she?  
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The bricolage of materials that she has sung into her skin,  

how do they fare?  

How does she fare in them?  

Is it the right skin for her?  

 

She feels the weight of her flesh,  

and seeks a vision of herself. 

 

The light is dawning and she wonders what she will see in the 

scrutinising light of the sun.  

 

Will her construction be cohesive?  

 

Is it enough? 
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Staying with my embodied knowing, garnered through 

the process of construction and the year’s inquiry I find 

myself actually inhabiting my representation as I 

perform. On stage, I can create space to consider and to 

stay with the emerging impulse. I can hear her questions 

and give voice to them.  

Even as I write now, I see the cycle of iterative knowing . 

. .  ‚continuing cycles of expansion, opening of 

possibilities and greater clarity regarding the 

implications of the voiced positions‛ (Allen, 2004, p. 54). 

 

As I relinquish the writing and embody her, soul is made 

and beauty is known. 

 

It is the nature of the soul to be lost to that 

aspect of the mind that strives to control it. 

Mind has to dissolve, to let go of its control, 

in order to experience what is not itself. 

Soul is a constant yet ephemeral motion 

that passes through us without 

containment. 

Mc Niff, 1992, p. 21 
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I know 

My messy body 

Is essential 

For beauty 

 

I am the alterity 

Of your sensibility 

 

I am the breath in your lungs  
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Autumn 

2016 
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I revisit my thesis 
 

A whole season has passed since my performance in the 

dress and I have not interacted with this text. I reflect on 

how the previous year finished with that embodiment of 

this inquiry and I wish it could rest there. All I have to 

represent this inquiry are snippets of text, scattered 

across documents and journals. I hope things have 

sufficiently gestated, and my wrath with patriarchy 

sufficiently settled for the moment so that I may birth a 

written gesticulation. I start afresh with what I think I 

now know, an attempt at articulating the ‚bigger picture‛ 

stuff this inquiry speaks to; 

 

In the belly,  

In the bundle 

In the pot 

In the circle 

In the gesture,  

the action is the meaning,  

 

Mutli-modal presentational knowing is enough 

The intersubjective space of stuff 

where my consummate self meets another. 

Multiple ecologies of connected intersubjectivity. 
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Winter 
2016 
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A Creative Synthesis 
 

 

 

My life is a patchwork of prints,  

Brilliant and dull,  

Clear and smeared.  

Perfectly Flawed with resonant beauty 

They teach me so much 

 I am the torn print,  

The glorious print,  

The seemingly printless print  

And the deeply penetrated.  

I am the stuck print, 

The breathtaking print,  

The recoiling and reclusive print.  
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I am divorcing,   

I am full of love,  

I am grievously broken.  

I am tired and ecstatic,  

A complimentary mass of contradictions.  

I’m living in the unknown, nothing is resolved. 

My yurt is to be sold and I return to a tent.  

I resist frameworks that speak definitively. 

My greatest challenge is presence, 

 Joy and playfulness in the midst of uncertainty.   

I still deeply trust the process.  

I see my life as iterative art. 

Embodied re-wilding is the unequivocal call. 
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I continue to peel back the layers of domesticity  

That deceive my native self that she does not belong 

That her mess is not art 

Beauty not valid 

Presence insufficient 

That her body can’t speak 

Her process is not perfect 

The boundary between self and other immutable. 

 

I continue to resist these knowing that 

Meaning felt in the flesh is weighty 

That another way is possible 

That trusting art is wisdom. 
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Spring 
2016 
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Jaded and Wizening 
 

Yet despite the settling of knowing in winter, I find 

myself even  more  depleted and jaded than before. There 

is no longer a shape to my container and I make art 

purely from the decay of leaves and remnants of burnt 

cloth. The stench of rot lingers in my nose, and I wish I 

could feel Spring in my life. There are whispers of new 

scents on the wind. These dance upon my fingertips, yet I 

have not the strength to grasp them and so they float by 

as possibilities. My flesh grows and dissipates as fast as 

storm clouds eclipse the sun.  

My faint longing in this time is to stay in the embrace of 

dissolution, until I can say I love her and can rest there. 

Yet it frightens me to consider what the embrace may 

require. How long it will last. I am so weary. 

I have been reflecting on the ‚rant‛ you encountered mid 

text and how I now understand that time.  

I see now that it was a necessary step for me to come 

sharpen my embodied intelligence and rely less on the 

capacity of my thinking mind. Yet it was a painfully 

disorienting time, where the conflict between my love 

and need for word smithing and the need to develop my 

embodied knowing took centre stage. Clearly this conflict 

is a work in progress and has reached the point where I 
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have managed to write this text and engage with 

philosophy and literature, which in truth, I hold so dear.  

Simultaneously, I am developing the literacy of my body 

through movement practice and continue to make my 

work an embodied and poetic inquiry into philosophical 

constructs that emerge in my eco - printing practice. 

Developing the capacity to stay with my body and to see 

myself is a long journey into the unknown. 

I want to be a part of shifting academic culture from 

institution to ecosystem - a living system that thrives on 

the certainty of uncertainty, the harmony of discord and 

the sacredness of the profane. To insert the body as living 

text, wholly truthful in its mutability. 

As I draw this incomplete whole to a close, I leave you 

with no particularly satisfying ending, for my inquiry 

into emergence, and its many faces, has only just began. 

Yet I wonder how my story thus far has carried you and 

what you now feel.  

For me, right now, I am fatigued and depression’s 

stagnant breath is blowing about me.  Yet  I am warmed 

by the love of my children. The rain thuds lightly on our 

yurt as we drink hot chocolates and read books by candle 

light. We grieve that this is our last week to reside within 

her. With sadness, fear, trust and hope we wonder what 

the next season of life will hold. 
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There is an abundance of milk bursting 

Trust; as a babe at the breast. 
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Appendices 

 

Keywords and Phrases 
 

This is a collection of words that I wrote down from 

conversations listened to, that women wrote down from 

our discussion on Saturday morning and words from 

their documenting that they shared with me. Some I have 

left as phrases because they were resonant in this form. 

These words were the data from which most of the 

poetry in this inquiry draws its inspiration. 

 
Abundance 

Allowing 

Art gives voice 

Avoiding 

Accept 

Accepting path of heart 

Absolute surprise 

Art is my blood 

 

Behind a window’s light 

Beauty 

Because of women 

Babe at the Breast 

 

Cycles 

Creative 

Circles 

Creation 

Cradled  

Cant Cope 

 

Deeper 

Didn’t expect 

Disappointment 
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Dip my toe in 

Dancing 

Didn’t like it much 

Didn’t resist 

 

Earth 

Embodied 

End of lost 

 

Free  

Floating 

Floating amidst whispering 

river 

 

Generosity 

Gaze through the window 

Gentleness 

Grief 

 

Hard 

Home 

Intrinsic 

Inspired 

I won’t step in 

I can give it to myself 

I need some nurturing 

I need to know 

Immerse 

I don’t want it to all 

unravel 

I need to tie the ends 

I can’t find where I feel 

I am  

Ignored this one 

It’s valuable 

In the moment 

 

Journey  

 

Knowing 

 

Left untied 

Landscape 

Love 

Liquid Amber caught 

 

Mother 

Milk Bursting 

 

Nurturing  

Nesting 

Not knowing 

Not clearly emerged 

Nourish 

 

Once they were unbundled 

Open 

 

Peaceful 

Play behind the windows 
light 

Power 
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Playful 

Permission 

Playful 

Put Away 

Put aside 

 

Quiet 

Reluctance 

Ripping 

River 

Revealing  

 

Seeking 

Start of finding. 

Stained 

Sweet bundles 

Sadness Arising 

Sitting inside my bundle 

Stained 

Song without the words 

Sanctuary 

Trust 

Time to explore 

 

Warmth 

Women 

Wound 

Wrapping it up 

When will it be ok? 

Who am I? 

Who will hold me? 

Whispers 

Why  

Willing 

 

That’s ok 

Trust as a babe at the breast 

 

Vulnerable 

Valid 
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Clusters 
 

This is the collection of clusters that were formed from 

our improvised word play with the key words generated 

on the Saturday morning.  

Nesting 

Bundle 

Warmth 

Peaceful 

Quiet 

 

Sitting inside my bundle,  

Quiet, warmth, quiet 

 

Bundling quietly, 

Nesting Quietly 

Quietly Peaceful. 

 

Deeper 

Cradled 

Trust 

 

 

Quiet  

Nest 

Creative 

Women 

Seeking Sanctuary 

Nourish 

Free 

Earth 

 

Creation  

Inspired Generosity 

 

Journey Cycles Nourishing 

Beauty 

 

Nourish Free Sanctuary  

Earth Embodied 

 

Playful 

Dancing 

Behind a window’s light 

Abundance 

 

Playful Abundance behind 

a window’s light dancing 
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Put away 

Quiet 

Mother 

Wound 

 

Why? 

Compromising 

Self Sabotage 

Substitute 

 

Ripping 

Stained 

Landscape 

Can’t Cope 

Open 

Love 

 

Can’t cope with landscape 

 

Can’t cope with landscape 

ripping open 

 

Can’t cope with stained 

landscape ripping open 

 

Open for ripping love 

Stained love ripping open 
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